We propose part-segment (PS) features for estimating an articulated pose in still images. The PS feature evaluates the image likelihood of each body part (e.g. head, torso, and arms) robustly to background clutter and nuisance textures on the body. While general gradient features (e.g. HOG) might include many nuisance responses, the PS feature represents only the region of the body part by iterative segmentation while updating the shape prior of each part. In contrast to similar segmentation features, part segmentation is improved by part-specific shape priors that are optimized by training images with fully-automatically obtained seeds. The shape priors are modeled efficiently based on clustering for fast extraction of PS features. The PS feature is fused complementarily with gradient features using discriminative training and adaptive weighting for robust and accurate evaluation of part similarity. Comparative experiments with public datasets demonstrate improvement in pose estimation by the PS features. key words: human pose, part segmentation, pictorial structure models
Introduction
Deformable part models [1] and feature classifiers (e.g. discriminative classifier [2] ) have improved articulated pose estimation. As well as models and classifiers, image features are crucial. While most articulated pose estimation methods employ gradient features such as HOG [3] , they include not only useful responses along a body boundary but also nuisance responses caused by background clutter and textures on a target body.
This work focuses on how to extract only the boundary of each part based on a shape prior. The boundary is represented by a part-segment (PS) feature ( Fig. 1 (b) ). For the PS feature, initial segments are obtained by binary seeds. Their distribution is automatically determined by training images depending on the part. While the seed distribution gives a weak shape prior, a more reliable dense shape prior is acquired from initial segments in training images.
Our contribution is threefold: 1) initial shape priors are extracted by segmentation using part-specific foreground (FG) and background (BG) seeds trained automatically (Sect. 4.1), 2) the shape priors are refined and clustered for correctly and efficiently computing PS features (Sect. 4.2), and 3) adaptive weighting of the PS features with domain adaptation improves their discriminativity (Sect. 4.3). Compared with our earlier work [4] , efficiency in feature computation is improved and the proposed feature is evaluated Manuscript . Pixels that are more probable to be included in a part of interest are depicted by darker colors in "Dense shape prior" and "PS feature". While the proposed PS feature is extracted by a part-specific dense shape prior, correct segmentation is difficult with a weak shape prior (i.e. "Sparse seeds").
with more data in detail.
Related Work
To suppress nuisance responses, multimodal cues including segments are useful (e.g. color distributions, superpixels, and their scales in [13] , edges and color-segmented regions in [14] , and smooth connectivity between parts [15] ). Segments can be obtained by image segmentation, such as normalized cuts [16] , globalPb [17] , and superpixelization [18] . However, it is not easy to extract each part as one segment because the part might be over-segmented due to textures and shades on a human body. Such over-segmentation can be suppressed by the shape prior of each part. Table 1 summarizes several properties of methods for/using segmentation.
As the prior, the configuration of roughly detected parts is useful (e.g. upper-body [9] and whole-body [19] , [20] detection). In ObjCut [5] and [6] , [8] , [9] , one or more parts are detected initially using features with no segmentation. Depending on the configuration of the detected parts, seeds for segmenting all parts in a human body are distributed. It is, however, difficult to distribute the seeds sufficiently to all the parts by using only the limited detected parts.
While several methods [11] , [12] achieve part segmentation and detection independently ("DI" in Table 1 ), each of these methods has functional defects. Segmentation cues [12] require manually-predefined sparse seeds, while our method acquires the probabilistic pixelwise shape prior; this difference is shown in "SP" and "PS-SP" in Table 1 . CHOG [11] also needs a set of manually-given seeds so that those suitable for segmentation are selected by using training images. In addition, CHOG provides only sparse seeds Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers Table 1 Comparison of body/part segmentation methods. Each column shows whether or not the methods exhibit each property. No init: no pose initialization is required. DT: feature is discriminatively trained. Weight: each pixel/cell in a segment extracted from a test image has its weight (i.e. probability to be FG). DI: detection and segmentation are achieved independently. SP: segmentation is achieved using a shape prior. PS-SP: part-specific shape prior is given. AS: seeds are given fully automatically. NR: the method has a mechanism for coping with noise in segmentation.
No init DT
Weight DI SP PS-SP AS NR (a) ObjCut [5] Y (b) Parse [6] , Better appearance [7] Y (c) Segmentation [8] Y Y (d) Progressive search [9] (e) PoseCut [10] Y
e. a pair of FG and BG pixels). The proposed PS feature is extracted by part-specific dense shape priors optimized by automatically-given seeds and training images; these advantages are shown in "AS" and "PS-SP" in Table 1 . Noise in segmentation is a critical issue. To suppress this problem, the PS feature enhances its robustness by domain adaptation, while binning and histogramming are applied to a segmentation image in CHOG [11] as with HOG.
Pose Estimation Using Pictorial Structure Models
An articulated model is represented by a tree model with a set of nodes, V, and a set of links each of which connects two nodes, E, as presented in [1] . Each node and link respectively corresponds to a part and a connection between parts. The pose parameters of the node are optimized for pose estimation by maximizing the score function below:
where p i and P denote the pose parameters of i-th part and its set of all parts (P = { p i |∀i ∈ V}). S i ( p i ) is a similarity score of i-th part at p i . In this paper, S i ( p i ) is a sum of filter responses using HOG [3] and the PS feature, which are extracted from each window:
where F i and φ(I, p i ) denote the filter of i-th part and the HOG extracted at p i in image I, respectively, and G i and ϕ(I, p i , i) denote those of the PS feature. P i, j ( p i , p j ) is a spring-based score between i-th and j-th parts, which has a greater value if the configuration of p i and p j is highly probable. In our model, P i, j ( p i , p j ) is expressed by the following form [21] :
w i, j is a weight parameter. d x i, j and d y i, j denote x i − x j and y i − y j , respectively, where (x i , y i ) ∈ p i and (x j , y j ) ∈ p j are the locations of i-th and j-th parts.
In what follows, how to learn G i and extract ϕ(I, p i , i) is described.
Training of Part-Segment Features

Initial Shape Prior Obtained by Part Segmentation Using FG and BG Seeds
The shape prior of each part is obtained from its segments in all training images. For extracting the segment in each image, the image is segmented by general image segmentation. For efficiency and accuracy, SLIC superpixelization [18] is used. Figures 2 (a) , (b), and (c) show an image, its segmented image, and part windows whose locations are given in annotation data, respectively. Since the region of a part might be over-segmented, these segments must be clustered into those of the part of interest and others.
Fully-Automatic Configuration of Seeds
Clustering over-segmented segments is achieved initially with seeds automatically given by using training data. Training data consists of images and pose annotations. The pose of each part is given as a pair of end-points of a part line ( Fig. 3 (a) ). In each part's window, the initial sample colors of FG are collected from segments that cross the part line. Then the distance between the color of each pixel in the window and its nearest neighbor color in the collected FG samples is computed. The color distances are binarized by [22] for dividing the pixel colors into FG (i.e. colors with a smaller distance) and BG, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . If a segment has 50% or more FG color pixels, it is clustered into FG. This clustering is executed in all parts' windows in all training images. After the window sizes are normalized, the rate of FG in all training images is computed in each pixel with respect to each part. Pixels with the top/bottom γ% FG rate are extracted as FG/BG seeds.
Segment Clustering with Seeds
The seeds provide a weak shape prior. With the advantage of spatially-distributed binary seeds having a variety of color samples, segment clustering is re-executed as follows:
1. Segments each of which has only FG/BG seeds are clustered into FG/BG segments. If either of FG or BG segment is not found, this window is removed from the following processes.
Each of remaining segments is clustered into FG or BG
based on its nearest neighbor colors with FG and BG segments. 3. The FG and BG segments are regarded as an initial PS feature (denoted byφ i, j for i-th part in j-th training image) where FG/BG pixels have 1/0 as pixel values.
Binary PS features of all training images are averaged in each part. The mean is regarded as the initial shape prior of the part (denoted byφ i for i-th part):
where N p denotes the number of training images.
By comparing obtained binary PS features ( Fig. 2 (e) , where white and black depict FG and BG pixels, respectively) with their respective images ( Fig. 2 (f) ), it seems segmentation is reasonable. However, a PS feature might be sometimes extracted unsuccessfully, as shown in Fig. 2 (hupper); its successful example is (h-lower).
Shape Prior Refinement
Shape Prior Refinement with Updating PS Features
For refining the shape prior, a PS feature of i-th part in each training image is updated withφ i :
1. The mean color of a segment having FG/BG seeds in each window is stored as the sample color of FG/BG.
2.
By comparingφ i with segments in the window, the mean of pixel values ofφ i in s-th segment is regarded as the probability that the segment is FG. This probability is denoted by P f (s). 3. The nearest neighbor color of the mean color in the s-th segment is found from the sample colors of FG. The color distance from the nearest neighbor color is denoted by l f (s). l b (s) for BG is also computed. 4. By deeming exp(−l f (s)) and exp(−l b (s)) to be image likelihoods, the Bayes' theorem gives the following probabilities:
In an updated PS feature, pixels in s-th segment have the pixel value below: P( f |s)/ (P( f |s) + P(b|s)).
Finally, the mean of the updated PS features of all training images is regarded as a refined dense shape prior,φ i .
The process mentioned above can be repeated based on the EM algorithm, where observed data is the mean colors of segments, latent data is their clusters (i.e. foreground or background), and unknown parameters areφ i . The expectation and maximization steps are segment feature extraction in each image and shape prior acquisition by averaging, respectively. To avoid overfitting, the above mentioned process is repeated two times.
Clustering Dense Shape Priors
PS features are extracted for all parts because they are partspecific. Since this is time-consuming, shape priors are clustered based on their similarity for reducing PS features extracted in a window; if p-th and q-th parts share the shape prior, they also have the same PS feature. This is reasonable because, at least, left and right symmetric parts can share their shape priors. The mean of shape priors in each cluster is regarded as a shape prior of parts in that cluster. In our experiments, the computational cost of the proposed method in inference can be reduced by 42% by clustering of the shape priors.
Discriminative Training of Adaptively-Weighted Gradient and Segment Features
Discriminative training [2] , [21] optimizes the model parameters in score (1), namely F i and G i in (2) To suppress bad effects due to unrobust PS features, an additional weight is given to a PS feature depending on its confidence. The confidence value C(ϕ(I, p i , i), i) of PS feature ϕ(I, p i , i) is determined by the subtraction between ϕ(I, p i , i) and the shape prior of i-th part,φ i :
The next issue is how to use the confidence values of the PS features in the discriminative training framework. An easy way might be that each part is clustered with respect to the confidence values and trained independently. This independent training have the following disadvantages: For efficient training while partially sharing responses between ideal and other PS features, we train their appearance filters with domain adaptation by redundantly-concatenated features [23] . The feature vector, φ(I, p i ), ϕ(I, p i , i) T , is changed to either of the followings depending on the confidence value of the PS feature:
C(ϕ(I, p i , i), i) is clustered into two classes by threshold C . Given the number of the classes † , C was determined by Kmeans clustering of C(ϕ(I, p i , i), i) of PS features obtained from all training images; C coincides with the middle point between the means of two neighboring clusters. With the above feature vectors (4) and (5), appearance score (2) is rewritten:
Inference with Part-Segment Features
In pose inference, PS features are extracted from all possible windows in a test image for optimizing score (1) . The PS features are extracted by steps 1-4 described in Sect. 4.2.
Using the PS features, the appearance score (6) with concatenated features defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) are computed for score (1) . In a tree-based model, the globally optimized pose parameters,P, having the max score of (1) can be acquired efficiently by dynamic programming. In addition, distance transform [1] is applicable to fast message passing in dynamic programming.
Experiments
Human Body Model
In our implementation, a human body is represented by a tree model with a mixture of non-oriented structures proposed by Yang and Ramanan [21] , [25] . In this model, each part i has its x and y location and scale parameter s as its parameters. Instead of a numerical parameter θ for orientation, the samples of i-th part are clustered depending on the relative location of i with respect to its parent part. The ID of each cluster is called a type. For robustness to in-plane rotation and foreshortening of body parts, this base model [25] divides physically-rigid parts (e.g. limbs) into smaller parts.
As with the base model, 26 and 18 parts were used for the full-body and upper-body models in our implementation; 2 for the head, 8 for the torso, 8 for the arms, and 8 for the legs.
For efficient representation of shape priors, left and right symmetric parts share their shape prior, as described in Sect. 4.2.2. To this end, left-side parts were flipped horizontally. In total, 14 and 10 shape priors were used. † The number of classes, which was determined empirically in our experiments, can be determined in accordance with the distribution of confidence values (e.g. using Dirichlet processes [24] ).
Datasets
We tested the proposed PS features with BUFFY stickmen [9] , IP [6] , and LSP [26] datasets. Each dataset consists of images for training and evaluation. The numbers of images in the BUFFY stickmen [9] , IP [6] , and LSP [26] datasets are 748 (472 for training and 276 for evaluation), 305 (100 for training and 205 for evaluation), and 2000 (1000 for training and 1000 for evaluation). All images were selected so that a variety of people and clothing are observed. Negative samples for discriminative training were given from 1218 background images in the INRIA Person dataset [3] .
In accordance with [25] , results were evaluated as follows. From annotation data of IP [6] and LSP [26] , 10 line segments localizing body parts were extracted as groundtruth, while 6 line segments from BUFFY [9] . The former consists of the full body, and the latter the upper body. On the end points of the line segments, parts of the articulated model are located, while other parts are placed on the mid point of the segments. In total, 26 and 18 parts were respectively used for the full body and the upper body.
Effects of Parameters
The PS feature has several parameters below:
• The number of superpixels for image segmentation (denoted by α) • The normalized window size of a shape prior (denoted by β) • The rate of pixels of FG and BG seeds (denoted by γ)
Their effects were evaluated with the IP dataset. In the following experiments showing the effect of each parameter, the other two parameters had their finally-selected values (i.e. α = 200, β = 11, and γ = 0.1).
The results of pose estimation were measured quantitatively by the percentage of correctly localized parts (PCP). The PCP measure was implemented with the code in the BUFFY dataset [9] using the strictest interpretation described in [25] . In this measure, only a single pose detected with the maximum score is evaluated in each test image. Each body part in this detected pose is considered correct if both of its endpoints lie within 50% of the length of the ground-truth segment from their annotated location.
As well as PCP, the computational cost is evaluated. In what follows, the computational cost is represented by the ratio to the one of the base model [25] , which is around between two and five seconds. Figure 5 shows the effects of the number of superpixels. From Fig. 5 (a) , which shows the relationship between PCP and the number of superpixels, it can be seen that the number of superpixels has less impact on PCP and parame- ter selection is not sensitive, while a small peak is observed around 300 superpixels. This peak is observed because too few/many superpixels result in insufficient/oversegmentation. While PCP was saturated as the superpixels increases, the computational cost became higher as shown in Fig. 5 (b) , where the mean of total computational costs for pose estimation is shown.
Superpixels
Based on the observations mentioned above, the number of superpixels was determined to be 200 for trade-off between accuracy and computational cost. Note that a constant number of superpixels works fine in experiments because all images in the datasets were size-normalized so that the size of an observed person is normalized.
Window Size of a Shape Prior
PCP was almost saturated in 11 (i.e. 11 × 11 window size) as shown in Fig. 6 (a) , while a much smaller window cannot represent the shape of each part and a much larger window produces a noisy shape prior. Figure 6 (b) shows that the computational cost was not changed depending on the window size. This is apparent because window-size normalization is not computationally dominant in contrast to other steps (e.g. segment clustering in a window). From the results of PCP, the window size was determined to be 11 × 11.
Rate of Seeds
The effects of γ are shown in Fig. 7 . With increasing γ, the seeds grow in number. As shown in Fig. 7 (a) , γ has very (5) were not used), and (g) the full PS features obtained by using all schemes proposed in this paper.
In all results shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, our proposed method with the full model, (g), outperformed all others. On the other hand, our methods had less impacts in BUFFY.
This might be because 1) many images in BUFFY have low contrast that makes segmentation difficult, and 2) people in BUFFY, who were pictured larger than those in IP and LSP, were too over-segmented by SLIC [18] . While more deliberate segmentation methods (e.g. globalPb [17] ) might alleviate those problems, they need much computational cost. For example, globalPb took 30 sec or more, while SLIC [18] took around 1 sec for segmentation of each image in IP.
By comparing the results of the base and our methods (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g), we can see the effects of the proposed schemes, namely binary PS feature (difference between (c) and (d)), dense shape prior (difference between (d) and (e)), shape prior refinement (difference between (e) and (f)), and domain adaptation (difference between (f) and (g)). Comparison among (d), (e), (f), and (g) reveals that shape prior refinement has less impact on PCP in contrast to other schemes. For visualizing the effects of the proposed schemes, Fig. 11 shows poses estimated by methods (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g). In this typical example, the score of PCP increases monotonically from (c) to (g), while several schemes cannot improve the PCP score. However, such schemes also get some qualitative improvements. For example, domain adaptation can localize the left leg better as shown in Fig. 11 (g) , while the PCP scores of (f) and (g) are equal. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show examples of results improved by the proposed method with the full model. For visualization, 6 and 10 parts, whose joints are a subset of those of full-body 26 parts, are displayed. The rightmost example in Fig. 9 shows a typical case where the PS features could localize a limb (i.e. lower-arms) without being disturbed by a noisy background. Figure 12 shows unsuccessful results, where most parts were mislocated, obtained by the proposed method. From the results of BUFFY, it can be confirmed that PS features did not work well in low-contrast regions. The results in IP reveal that heavy foreshortening and self-occlusion disturbed correct pose estimation. The rightmost example was one of terrible results, although the body boundary is relatively observed clearly. Further investigation is needed for finding the causes of these mistakes.
Concluding Remarks
This paper proposed the part-segment features for evaluating the shape of each part. In training, the PS features are extracted with automatically trained initial seeds and then refined for improving the shape prior on each part. The shape priors are shared by symmetric parts for efficiency. The extracted features are discriminatively trained, and their adaptive weights with respect to gradient features are also learnt. In three publicly-available datasets, the proposed method achieved improvements of 0.8% (from 88.5% to 89.3%), 3.4% (from 79.0% to 82.4%), and 2.9% (from 62.9% to 65.8%) in the rate of successful pose estimation. Future work includes more efficient extraction and discriminative representation of the PS feature.
